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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Context of this report 

The recent European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) declaration1 has highlighted the 

importance of FAIR2 principles (see Table 1) for research data and the leading role 

that the European Union wants to play in this field. The declaration highlighted the 

need for a minimal set of interoperable research data standards, such as the ones 

discussed later in this report, for supporting this. Interoperable data standards for 

describing research data and metadata are expected to deliver the following benefits: 

1. Easier and faster findability of research data and metadata. 

2. Reduce the time for making data and metadata from different research 

disciplines and countries interoperable. 

3. Enable the integration and publishing of research datasets on general purpose 

open data portals, such as the European Data Portal. 

In order to achieve the aforementioned benefits, one of the interoperability building 

blocks required is a common agreement for representing and exchanging research 

metadata both between research data repositories themselves and also between 

research data repositories and general purpose open data portals. To this end, this 

study investigates the suitability of the DCAT-AP3 for playing the role of this common 

agreement. The DCAT-AP is already successfully being used for facilitating the 

exchange of datasets metadata between general-purpose open data portals, and its 

applicability has been proven in the field of geospatial and statistical metadata. 

For assessing the suitability of the DCAT-AP as the common information exchange 

agreement for research metadata, we explore the alignment between the DCAT-AP 

and other metadata models used to describe research datasets by defining mappings. 

Further details are provided in section 1.2. 

Table 1 - The FAIR principles 

Findable: i.e. discoverable with machine readable metadata, identifiable and 

locatable by means of a standard identification mechanism; 

Accessible: i.e. available and obtainable; 

Interoperable: i.e. both syntactically parseable and semantically understandable, 

allowing data exchange and reuse among scientific disciplines, researchers, 

institutions, organisations and countries; and 

Reusable: i.e. sufficiently described and shared with the least restrictive licences, 

allowing the widest reuse possible across scientific disciplines and borders, and the 

least cumbersome integration with other data sources. 

 

                                                 
1 https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/pdf/eosc_declaration.pdf  
2 Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable. See:  https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/  
3 DCAT Application profile for data portals in Europe (DCAT-AP). 
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/dcat-application-profile-data-portals-europe/about  

https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/pdf/eosc_declaration.pdf
https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/dcat-application-profile-data-portals-europe/about
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1.2. Approach 

The initial identification of a set of research metadata models is based on desk 

research. Initiatives such as the Research Data Alliance4 and the Digital Curation 

Centre5 have established listings of metadata models. These lists as well as other 

sources have been used to build the list of research metadata models considered for 

this study, available in Annex I. 

This list has been then refined according to the following selection criteria:  

1. The model must be publicly available and well documented, i.e. its classes 

and properties should be fully described including definitions, relationships 

and usage notes of the terms modelled; 

2. its domain or one of its sub-domains must be related to research metadata as 

defined in this report;  

3. the model must enjoy recognition and must be implemented in the research 

domain in Europe; and 

4. within the research area, the model must be domain-neutral. 

 

The objective of the selection is to obtain a list of research metadata models that are 

seen as standards for describing research metadata. The selected models are 

described in section 2. 

Afterwards, we have defined mappings between the three core classes of the DCAT-

AP: namely Catalog, Dataset and Distribution and their mandatory and recommended 

properties, and the selected research metadata models. These three classes and their 

respective mandatory and recommended properties represent the essence of the 

DCAT-AP model when it comes to representing core information about datasets. The 

three classes and their mandatory and recommended properties are described in 

Annex II. 

In order to map the research metadata models to the DCAT-AP, the definitions of the 

potentially related concepts have been compared. Different types of match were used 

between the models and the DCAT-AP as presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 - Description of the types of match for mapping research models to the DCAT-AP 

Type of match Description 

Exact match 
The semantics of the two models are 

exactly the same or interpreted exactly 

Close match 

The semantics are closely related but 

not exactly the same or with a difference 

in the data type. For example, the model 

mapped proposes a name while the 

DCAT-AP requires an identifier. 

                                                 
4 http://rd-alliance.github.io/metadata-directory/standards/ 
5 http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/metadata-standards/list 

http://rd-alliance.github.io/metadata-directory/standards/
http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/metadata-standards/list
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Broad match 

The semantics are similar but the 

definition from the DCAT-AP is broader 

than the one from the mapped model. 

Narrow match 

The semantics are similar but the 

definition from the DCAT-AP is narrower 

than the one from the mapped model. 

Related match 

The semantics are only related without 

covering most of the semantic of the 

other. 

No match 
The two models have no overlap. No 

match could be defined. 

The mappings between the DCAT-AP and each selected research data model are 

presented and discussed in section 2, while section 3 summarises our findings and 

observations and concludes the study.  
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2. ANALYSIS OF SELECTED METADATA MODELS FOR DESCRIBING 

RESEARCH DATA 

This section presents for each of the selected metadata models a brief description of 

the model, followed by the mapping of the model to the DCAT-AP. All the DCAT-AP 

concepts mapped in this section are listed with their usage note in Annex II. 

2.1. DataCite 

2.1.1. Description of the model 

DataCite is a non-for profit organisation who helps ’the research community locate, 

identify, and cite research data with confidence.’6 It brings together representatives 

from the global research community in three different steering groups and one 

executive board. DataCite provides different types of services to researchers, data 

centres, journal publishers and funding agencies. 

‘The DataCite Metadata Schema is a list of core metadata properties chosen for an 

accurate and consistent identification of a resource for citation and retrieval purposes, 

along with recommended use instructions.’7 In accordance with their vision, the 

schema is built following a multidisciplinary approach to research data. The DataCite 

Metadata Schema8 is maintained by a working group in collaboration with the 

DataCite members and under the supervision of the Executive board. The list of 

members of the working group9 is public. The latest version 4.1 was released in 

October 2017. 

DataCite was also created as an ontology in OWL in order to enable the DataCite 

Metadata Kernel Specification version 3.1 to be described in RDF10. 

DataCite is used by various research data models, including EUDAT11, ANDS12 and 

OpenAIRE13. A more exhaustive list is available from the DataCite Statistics14. 

2.1.2. Mapping the mandatory and recommended properties for the 
three core classes of the DCAT-AP to DataCite 

The results of the mapping between the DCAT-AP and DataCite are shown for the 

three core DCAT-AP classes and their mandatory and recommended properties in the 

next tables. 

 

 

                                                 
6 https://www.datacite.org/mission.html  
7 https://schema.datacite.org/  
8 DataCite Metadata Schema. https://schema.datacite.org/meta/kernel-4.1/doc/DataCite-
MetadataKernel_v4.1.pdf 

 9 https://schema.datacite.org/  
10 https://sparontologies.github.io/datacite/current/datacite.html 
11 http://b2find.eudat.eu/guidelines/mapping.html#b2fmdschema  
12 https://stats.datacite.org/?fq=allocator_facet%3A%22ANDS+-
+Australian+National+Data+Service+(ANDS)%22&#tab-datacentres  

13 https://guidelines.openaire.eu/en/latest/data/use_of_datacite.html  
14 https://stats.datacite.org/  

https://www.datacite.org/mission.html
https://schema.datacite.org/
https://schema.datacite.org/meta/kernel-4.1/doc/DataCite-MetadataKernel_v4.1.pdf
https://schema.datacite.org/meta/kernel-4.1/doc/DataCite-MetadataKernel_v4.1.pdf
https://schema.datacite.org/
https://sparontologies.github.io/datacite/current/datacite.html
http://b2find.eudat.eu/guidelines/mapping.html#b2fmdschema
https://stats.datacite.org/?fq=allocator_facet%3A%22ANDS+-+Australian+National+Data+Service+(ANDS)%22&#tab-datacentres
https://stats.datacite.org/?fq=allocator_facet%3A%22ANDS+-+Australian+National+Data+Service+(ANDS)%22&#tab-datacentres
https://guidelines.openaire.eu/en/latest/data/use_of_datacite.html
https://stats.datacite.org/
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Table 3 - Mapping dcat:Catalog and its mandatory and recommended properties to DataCite 

DCAT-AP 
Type of 

match 
DataCite 

dcat:Catalog Exact 

Resource that has a 

ResourceType.ResourceTypeGeneral 

with value “Collection”. 

dcat:dataset No  

dct:description No  

dct:publisher No  

dct:title No  

foaf:homepage No  

dct:language No  

dct:license No  

dct:issued No  

dcat:themeTaxonomy No  

dct:modified No  

 

Table 4 - Mapping dcat:Dataset and its mandatory and recommended properties to DataCite 

DCAT-AP 

Type 

of 

match 

DataCite Explanation 

dcat:Dataset Exact 

Resource that has a 

ResourceType.Reso

urceTypeGeneral 

with value 

“Dataset”. 

 

dct:description Exact Description  

dct:title Exact Title  
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dcat:contactPoint No  

DataCite defines 

contributorType with a 

possible value from a 

controlled list equals to 

“ContactPerson”. However, 

this value represents a type 

of contributor and not 

contact information which 

could be used for sending 

comments about the 

dataset, as referred in the 

DCAT-AP. 

dcat:distribution No   

dcat:keyword Exact Subject 

In DataCite, Subject can 

take as value(s) keyword(s) 

for describing the resource 

but also a classification code 

or a key phrase. 

dct:publisher Close Publisher 

DataCite has only Publisher 

as a name of the entity while 

the DCAT-AP specifies an 

identifier. 

dcat:theme Exact Subject.valueURI 

Similarly to dcat:keyword, 

Subject.valueURI is the URI 

of the subject term, which 

can represent a classification 

code as well as a keyword or 

a key phrase. 

 

Table 5 - Mapping dcat:Distribution and its mandatory and recommended properties to 

DataCite 

DCAT-AP 
Type of 

match 
DataCite Explanation 

dcat:Distrib

ution 
Exact 

Resource that has a 

ResourceType.Reso

urceTypeGeneral 

with value 

“Dataset”. 

In this case, the following 

properties will have as domain 

dcat:Distribution even though the 

ResourceTypeGeneral has the 

value “Dataset”. 

dcat:access

URL 
Exact Identifier DataCite requires to use a DOI, 

which aims to be resolvable link as 
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required by the DCAT-AP with 

dcat:accessURL. 

dct:descripti

on 
Exact Description 

The DataCite Description will apply 

to both the Dataset and the 

Distribution. 

dct:format Close Format 

DataCite Format is used with a 

string value, e.g. “text/xml” 

whereas dct:format requires an 

identifier.  

dct:license Exact Rights.rightsURI  

2.1.1. Findings concerning the mapping 

In the DataCite schema, the DCAT-AP classes Catalog, Dataset, and Distribution are 

not explicitly distinguished. However, the metadata for the Resource described in 

DataCite contains properties that can be mapped to each of the three classes of the 

DCAT-AP. We decided to only map the class dcat:Catalog and not its properties to 

DataCite. The equivalent concept of dcat:Catalog in DataCite is Resource with 

“Collection” as value for ResourceType.ResourceTypeGeneral. In our comprehension, 

as we did not see any description that uses the dct:hasPart relationType, the mapping 

would be theoretically correct but without content to be mapped in practice15. This 

justifies why the properties of dcat:Catalog were not mapped to DataCite. 

All mandatory properties for the classes dcat:Dataset and dcat:Distribution have 

exact matches with properties from the DataCite schema. 

For recommended properties of dcat:Dataset, the two properties without match are 

dcat:contactPoint and dcat:distribution. 

As dcat:Dataset and dcat:Distribution are not distinguished, the property in the 

DCAT-AP linking both concepts, dcat:distribution, cannot be mapped and results in a 

missing match. 

2.1.2. Example of metadata transformation from DataCite to the DCAT-
AP 

Capitalising on the mappings, we looked at an example of how the metadata 

transformation from DataCite to the DCAT-AP would work. The transformation was 

done between different formats: from XML to RDF and from the DataCite ontology in 

OWL to RDF. The transformation mechanism and the results for the example are 

available from GitHub16. For the first transformation (XML to RDF), we used an XSLT 

while for the second (OWL to RDF), we created a SPARQL query. 

In our view, the implementation followed a top-down approach, starting at the class 

level from the DCAT-AP and differentiating the mapping depending on the properties 

to be mapped. 

                                                 
15 https://search.datacite.org/works?query=&resource-type-id=collection  
16 https://github.com/SEMICeu/datacite_dcat-ap  

https://search.datacite.org/works?query=&resource-type-id=collection
https://github.com/SEMICeu/datacite_dcat-ap
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A dcat:Dataset is mapped to a Resource in DataCite with the ResourceTypeGeneral 

equal to “Dataset”. Whenever the transformation creates a dataset, an instance of 

the class dcat:Catalog is created in order to keep the mandatory relation between 

dcat:Dataset and dcat:Catalog. The identifiers for dcat:Catalog, dcat:Dataset and 

dcat:Distribution are based on the mandatory Identifier (DOI) from DataCite. In 

DataCite, a Resource is identified by the DOI as described in Figure 117: 

Figure 1 - DOI composition 

 

In our example (fully displayed in Annex III), the complete DOI is equal to 

https://doi.org/10.5072/D3P26Q35R-Test. The differentiation between the classes 

dcat:Catalog, dcat:Dataset and dcat:Distribution was artificially achieved by 

replacing in the DOI https://doi.org/ by: 

 http://example.com/catalog/ for dcat:Catalog. For dcat:Catalog, the 

identifier only includes the prefix of the DOI as we assumed that the 

registrant identified by the prefix owns a dcat:Catalog. 

 http://example.com/dataset/ for dcat:Dataset; and 

 http://example.com/distribution/ for dcat:Distribution. 

The level of obligation in DataCite would also influence the quality of the mapping. 

Firstly, as it is mandatory in DataCite to complete the concept of ResourceType with 

its sub-concept of ResourceTypeGeneral, the mapping with dcat:Dataset and 

dcat:Distribution would be ensured. Secondly, for each of the three following classes 

from the DCAT-AP, their properties will have the following restrictions: 

 For the class dcat:Dataset: 

 The mandatory properties dct:title and dct:publisher are also 

mandatory in DataCite. While the information for dct:title would 

match perfectly, the Publisher property in DataCite would be 

retrieved as a string and not as an identifier as requested by the 

DCAT-AP for dct:publisher.  

 The recommended property dcat:contactPoint in the DCAT-AP has 

no match with DataCite. It represents a lack of information from 

DataCite. 

 For the class dcat:Distribution: 

 The recommended property dct:format in the DCAT-AP follows 

controlled vocabularies for its values. These controlled vocabularies 

                                                 
17 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_object_identifier  

https://doi.org/10.5072/D3P26Q35R-Test
https://doi.org/
http://example.com/catalog/
http://example.com/dataset/
http://example.com/distribution/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_object_identifier
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should be used as a reference for aligning the information from 

DataCite to the DCAT-AP.  

 The recommended property dct:publisher in the DCAT-AP follows 

controlled vocabularies for its identifiers. These controlled 

vocabularies should be used as a reference for aligning the 

information from DataCite to the DCAT-AP. 

2.2. Common European Research Information Format (CERIF) 

2.2.1. Description of the model 

The Common European Research Information Format, or CERIF, is a data model for 

representing research entities, their activities and their outputs18. It is maintained by 

euroCRIS (Current Research Information Systems) through the euroCRIS CERIF Task 

group. The long-term objective of CERIF is ’to enable the European Research Area e-

infrastructure through standardization, integration and interchange and added-value 

services and to serve as middle (interoperability) layer for (EU) research 

information’19. 

CERIF is today in use in 43 countries and is used by 10 national standard for research 

information20. 

CERIF is built in a flexible way. It is therefore not providing fixed guidelines for the 

use of its concepts. When doing a mapping, this has consequences on the accuracy. 

The last CERIF model version 1.621 defines 450 terms and was released in August 

2013. This last version of the CERIF model took into consideration the inputs from 

the CERIF for Dataset (C4D) project, which clarifies the relationship between CERIF 

and the entity “dataset”22. Therefore, we looked also into the work achieved by C4D 

as basis for mapping the DCAT-AP to CERIF 1.6. 

2.2.1. Mapping the mandatory and recommended properties for the 

three core classes of the DCAT-AP to CERIF 

Table 6 - Mapping dcat:Catalog and its mandatory and recommended properties to CERIF 

DCAT-AP 
Type of 

match 
CERIF 

dcat:Catalog No  

dcat:dataset No  

dct:description No  

dct:publisher No  

                                                 
18 https://www.eurocris.org/cerif/main-features-cerif  
19 https://www.eurocris.org/cerif/main-features-cerif  
20 https://www.w3.org/2016/11/sdsvoc/keith  
21 https://www.eurocris.org/cerif/feature-tour/cerif-16  
22 https://cerif4datasets.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/c4d-cerif-metadata-implementation.pdf  

https://www.eurocris.org/cerif/main-features-cerif
https://www.eurocris.org/cerif/main-features-cerif
https://www.w3.org/2016/11/sdsvoc/keith
https://www.eurocris.org/cerif/feature-tour/cerif-16
https://cerif4datasets.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/c4d-cerif-metadata-implementation.pdf
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dct:title No  

foaf:homepage No  

dct:language No  

dct:license No  

dct:issued No  

dcat:themeTaxonomy No  

dct:modified No  

 

Table 7 - Mapping dcat:Dataset and its mandatory and recommended properties to CERIF 

DCAT-AP 
Type of 

match 
CERIF Explanation 

dcat:Dataset Narrow cfResProd 

cfResProd is broader than 

dcat:Dataset as it can 

represent any result 

product achieved through 

some effort. As a 

consequence, it can 

represent either a research 

data or a software, 

commercial, and physical 

product. 

dct:description Exact 
cfResProdDescr.cfDes

cr 
 

dct:title Exact 
cfResProdName.cfNa

me 
 

dcat:contactPoint Broad 

cfResProd.cfPers_Res

Prod.cfPersId23 being 

defined as the 

contact point of the 

result product, with 

one of the following 

attributes specified: 

In the DCAT-AP, 

dcat:contactPoint is used 

to link a dataset to 

relevant contact 

information provided using 

VCard. It is therefore 

including the different 

attributes cfPers_EAddr 

                                                 
23 https://cerif4datasets.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/c4d-cerif-metadata-implementation.pdf  

https://cerif4datasets.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/c4d-cerif-metadata-implementation.pdf
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cfPers_EAddr, 

cfPers_PAddr 

and cfPers_PAddr 

proposed by CERIF. 

dcat:distribution No   

dcat:keyword Exact 
cfResProd.cfResProdK

eyw.cfKeyw 
 

dct:publisher Exact 
cfResProd.cfOrgUnit_

ResProd.cfOrgUnitId  
 

dcat:theme Narrow 
cfResProd.cfResProd_

Class.cfClassId 

In the DCAT-AP, 

dcat:theme should be a 

URI pointing to a 

controlled vocabulary. 

With 

cfResProd.cfResProd_Class

.cfClassId, CERIF proposes 

to use controlled 

vocabularies for keywords 

in general, which can also 

be theme (e.g. Inspire 

Themes24). Moreover, 

CERIF does not specify if a 

URI should be used. 

 

 

Table 8 - Mapping results of CERIF to the class dcat:Distribution and its mandatory and 

recommended properties 

DCAT-AP 
Type of 

match 
CERIF Explanation 

dcat:Distribution Narrow cfResProd 

cfResProd is broader than 

dcat:Dataset as it can 

represent any result 

product achieved through 

some effort. Consequently, 

it can represent either a 

research data or a 

software, commercial, and 

physical product. 

As CERIF does not 

differentiate 

dcat:Distribution from 

dcat:Dataset, the two 

                                                 
24 https://cerif4datasets.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/c4d-cerif-metadata-implementation.pdf  

https://cerif4datasets.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/c4d-cerif-metadata-implementation.pdf
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DCAT-AP classes have the 

same mapping in CERIF. 

dcat:accessURL Exact 
cfResProd_Srv.Srv

Id 
 

dct:description Exact 
cfResProdDescr.cf

Descr 
 

dct:format Exact 

cfResProd.cfResPr

od_Class.cfClassId
25 

  

dct:license No   

2.2.1. Findings concerning the mapping 

The following statistics could be made from the results of the mapping: 

 CERIF 1.6 does not define a similar concept to dcat:Catalog and it does 

not differentiate dcat:Dataset from dcat:Distribution.  

 All mandatory properties from the DCAT-AP for the classes 

dcat:Distribution and dcat:Dataset are mapped to properties from CERIF. 

 Two recommended properties could not be mapped: dct:license of the 

class dcat:Distribution and dcat:distribution of the class dcat:Dataset. 

2.3. Schema.org 

2.3.1. Description of the model 

Schema.org is the result of a collaboration led by the market-leading search engines: 

Google, Microsoft, Yahoo and Yandex. It involves a ‘collaborative, community activity 

with a mission to create, maintain, and promote schemas for structured data on the 

Internet, on web pages, in email messages, and beyond’26. The vocabulary is 

following an open community process, with a public mailing archive and a GitHub27 

repository. Among other domains, schema.org can be used to describe datasets 

Part of the mapping between the DCAT-AP and schema.org reused the findings from 

a mapping prepared by the JRC28. 

 

                                                 
25 https://cerif4datasets.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/c4d-cerif-metadata-implementation.pdf  
26 http://schema.org/  
27 https://github.com/schemaorg/schemaorg  
28 https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/CITnet/stash/projects/ODCKAN/repos/dcat-ap-to-
schema.org/browse/documentation/Mappings-continued.md  

https://cerif4datasets.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/c4d-cerif-metadata-implementation.pdf
http://schema.org/
https://github.com/schemaorg/schemaorg
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/CITnet/stash/projects/ODCKAN/repos/dcat-ap-to-schema.org/browse/documentation/Mappings-continued.md
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/CITnet/stash/projects/ODCKAN/repos/dcat-ap-to-schema.org/browse/documentation/Mappings-continued.md
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2.3.2. Mapping the mandatory and recommended properties for the 
three core classes of the DCAT-AP to schema.org 

Table 9 - Mapping dcat:Catalog and its mandatory and recommended properties to 

schema.org 

DCAT-AP Type of match schema.org 

dcat:Catalog Exact DataCatalog 

dcat:dataset Exact dataset 

dct:description Exact description 

dct:publisher Exact publisher 

dct:title Exact name 

foaf:homepage Exact url 

dct:language Exact inLanguage 

dct:license Exact license 

dct:issued Exact datePublished 

dcat:themeTaxonomy No  

dct:modified Exact dateModified 

 

Table 10 - Mapping dcat:Dataset and its mandatory and recommended properties to 

schema.org 

DCAT-AP 
Type of 

match 
schema.org Explanation 

dcat:Dataset Exact Dataset  

dct:description Exact description  

dct:title Exact name  

dcat:contactPoint Exact 

contactPoint, 

referring to 

Contact Point (a 

structured 

value similar to 

Vcard) 
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dcat:distribution Exact distribution  

dcat:keyword Exact keywords  

dct:publisher Exact publisher  

dcat:theme Narrow about 

The range of schema:about is 

schema:Thing. This is similar to 

the range of dct:subject in the 

DCAT-AP of which dcat:theme is 

a subproperty with a narrower 

range, skos:Concept. 

 

Table 11 - Mapping dcat:Distribution and its mandatory and recommended properties to 

schema.org 

DCAT-AP 
Type of 

match 
schema.org Explanation 

dcat:Distribution Exact DataDownload  

dcat:accessURL Exact contentURL  

dct:description Exact description  

dct:format Close encodingFormat 

schema.org has only 

encodingFormat as a text 

value while the DCAT-AP 

specifies a URI identifier 

pointing to the MDR File 

Type Named Authority List. 

dct:license Exact license  

2.3.1. Findings concerning the mapping 

The following statistics could be made from the results of the mapping: 

 All mandatory properties for the classes dcat:Catalog, dcat:Dataset and 

dcat:Distribution have exact matches with properties from schema.org. 

 One recommended property could not be mapped: dcat:themeTaxonomy 

of the class dcat:Catalog. 

2.4. Core Scientific Metadata Model 

2.4.1. Description of the model 

The Core Scientific Metadata Model (CSMD) aims to ‘capture a description of Scientific 

"activities" (e.g. experiments, observations, simulations etc.) which are characterised 

by an event where the application of resources (e.g. equipment, instruments) to a 
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subject item (e.g. a chemical, geological or materials sample or biological specimen) 

causes a signal which is detected via sensors, and results in the collection of data.’29 

It has been developed by the Science & Technology Facilities Council (STFC). STFC 

is a multidisciplinary research organisation acting as an independent public body of 

the UK government’s department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS)30. 

While the model is mostly used in the context of large-scale scientific facilities, it can 

also be applied in any general research context particularly for experimental 

science31. 

The latest available version of CSMD was released in March 201332. 

2.4.2.  Mapping the mandatory and recommended properties for the 

three core classes of the DCAT-AP to CSMD 

Table 12 - Mapping dcat:Catalog and its mandatory and recommended properties to CSMD 

DCAT-AP 
Type of 

match 
CSMD 

dcat:Catalog No  

dcat:dataset No  

dct:description No  

dct:publisher No  

dct:title No  

foaf:homepage No  

dct:language No  

dct:license No  

dct:issued No  

dcat:themeTaxonomy No  

dct:modified No  

 

                                                 
29 http://icatproject-contrib.github.io/CSMD/csmd-4.0.html  
30 https://stfc.ukri.org/about-us/key-facts-and-figures/  
31 www.ijdc.net/article/download/149/211/, p.115.  
32 http://icatproject-contrib.github.io/CSMD/ 

http://icatproject-contrib.github.io/CSMD/csmd-4.0.html
https://stfc.ukri.org/about-us/key-facts-and-figures/
http://www.ijdc.net/article/download/149/211/
http://icatproject-contrib.github.io/CSMD/
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Table 13 - Mapping dcat:Dataset and its mandatory and recommended properties to CSMD 

DCAT-AP Type of match CSMD 

dcat:Dataset Exact csmd:Dataset 

dct:description Exact csmd:dataset_description 

dct:title Exact csmd:dataset_name 

dcat:contactPoint No  

dcat:distribution Exact csmd:dataset_datafile 

dcat:keyword No  

dct:publisher No  

dcat:theme No  

 

Table 14 - Mapping dcat:Distribution and its mandatory and recommended properties to CSMD 

DCAT-AP Type of match CSMD 

dcat:Distribution Exact csmd:Datafile 

dcat:accessURL Exact csmd:datafile_doi 

dct:description Exact csmd:datafile_description 

dct:format Exact csmd:datafileFormat 

dct:license No  

2.4.1. Findings concerning the mapping 

The following statistics could be made from the results of the mapping: 

 All mandatory properties for the classes dcat:Dataset and 

dcat:Distribution have exact matches with properties from the CSMD 

schema. 

 Five recommended properties could not be mapped: dcat:contactPoint, 

dct:publisher, dcat:keyword and dcat:theme for the class dcat:Dataset, 

and dct:license for the class dcat:Distribution. 

 The class dcat:Catalog could not be mapped directly to a concept from the 

CSMD. Even though the documentation available for CSMD refers to the 

concept of catalogue in its introduction, the datasets in CSMD are always 

related to an investigation defined as follows: 
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‘The fundamental unit of a facility study, associated with an accepted 

proposal for use of the facility to undertake a series of experiments. 

Attributes including a title, abstract, dates, and unique identifiers 

referencing the particular investigation.’33 

2.5. Re3data 

2.5.1. Description of the model 

Re3data is the model used by Re3data.org, the registry of research data repositories 

in Europe. With about 2000 repositories described, it is the first source of reference 

for research data infrastructures globally34. It is important to note that Re3data only 

describes research data repositories and not the research data contained in the 

repositories. As a consequence, the mapping to the DCAT-AP can only be done for 

the class dcat:Catalog. The documentation we used about the model is available from 

Re3data.org website, in pdf and with an example in XML35.  

Re3data is funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG). The model involves 

different partners: the Berlin School of Library and Information Science, the Library 

and Information Services department (LIS) of the GFZ German Research Centre for 

Geosciences, the KIT Library at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) and the 

Libraries of the Purdue University36. Since the end of 2015, Re3data.org is managed 

by DataCite. 

2.5.2. Mapping the mandatory and recommended properties of 
dcat:Catalog to Re3data 

Table 15 - Mapping dcat:Catalog and its mandatory and recommended properties to Re3data 

DCAT-AP 
Type of 

match 
Re3data Explanation 

dcat:Catalog Exact repository 
Repository represents the 

wrapper element in Re3data 

dcat:dataset No   

dct:description Exact description  

dct:publisher Close institutionName 

Re3data institutionName is 

used with a string value, 

e.g. “text/xml” whereas 

dct:publisher requires an 

identifier. 

dct:title Exact repositoryName  

                                                 
33 http://icatproject-contrib.github.io/CSMD/csmd-4.0.html  
34 https://blog.datacite.org/Re3data-science-europe/  
35 https://www.Re3data.org/schema and http://schema.Re3data.org/3-0/Re3data-example-V3-0.xml 
36 https://www.Re3data.org/about  

http://icatproject-contrib.github.io/CSMD/csmd-4.0.html
https://blog.datacite.org/re3data-science-europe/
https://www.re3data.org/schema
http://schema.re3data.org/3-0/re3data-example-V3-0.xml
https://www.re3data.org/about
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foaf:homepage Exact repositoryUrl  

dct:language Close repositoryLanguage 

Re3data repositoryLanguage 

is used with a code (string 

value) from a controlled 

vocabulary, e.g. “eng” from 

ISA-639-3 whereas 

dct:language requires an 

identifier pointing to a 

controlled vocabulary. 

dct:license Exact databaseLicenseUrl  

dct:issued Narrow entryDate 

In Re3data, dates can have 

three different formats: 

YYYY ; YYYY-MM ; YYYY-MM-

DD while the DCAT-AP 

obliges to use the last 

format xs:date YYYY-MM-DD 

dcat:themeTaxo

nomy 
Close subjectScheme 

Re3data has only 

subjectScheme as a name 

of the entity while the 

DCAT-AP specifies a URI 

identifier 

dct:modified Narrow lastUpdate 

In Re3data, dates can have 

three different formats: 

YYYY ; YYYY-MM ; YYYY-MM-

DD while the DCAT-AP 

obliges to use the last 

format xs:date YYYY-MM-

DD. 

 

Table 16 - Mapping dcat:Dataset and its mandatory and recommended properties to Re3data 

DCAT-AP Type of match Re3data 

dcat:Dataset No  

dct:description No  

dct:title No  

dcat:contactPoint No  

dcat:distribution No  
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dcat:keyword No  

dct:publisher No  

dcat:theme No  

 

Table 17 - Mapping dcat:Distribution and its mandatory and recommended properties to 

Re3data 

DCAT-AP Type of match Re3data 

dcat:Distribution No  

dcat:accessURL No  

dct:description No  

dct:format No  

dct:license No  

 

2.5.3. Findings concerning the mapping 

The following observations can be made based on the results of the mapping: 

 The mandatory properties of dcat:Catalog have one close match, 

dct:publisher, and one missing match, dcat:dataset, with Re3data. 

 All recommended properties of dcat:Catalog are mapped with Re3data.  

 As mentioned in the description of the model, Re3data defines properties 

for modelling registries and not their content. Therefore, the DCAT-AP 

classes such as dcat:Dataset or dcat:Distribution have no equivalent in 

Re3data. Furthermore, this explains also the missing match for one 

mandatory property of dcat:Catalog, dcat:dataset, which links the 

catalogue with a dataset that is part of the catalogue (see Annex II for the 

complete usage note). 
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3. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

This chapter summarises the observations based on the mappings discussed in the 

previous sections.  

3.1. dcat:Catalog 

Regarding the mappings to dcat:Catalog, we saw that three out of the five research 

metadata models, namely DataCite, schema.org and Re3data, include similar 

concepts that were mapped. 

For DataCite, only the dcat:Catalog class itself was mapped exactly to a concept. Not 

all the properties under the DCAT-AP class could be mapped, as discussed in section 

2.1.1. 

For schema.org, all the dcat:Catalog recommended and mandatory properties had 

an exact match with schema.org properties except one recommended property, 

dcat:themeTaxonomy, which could not be mapped to schema.org. 

For Re3data, two mandatory properties of the DCAT-AP, namely dct:publisher and 

dcat:dataset, were not exactly mapped and four recommended properties, 

dct:language, dcat:themeTaxonomy, dct:issued and dct:modified, were partially 

matched: 

 dct:publisher has a closer match because the DCAT-AP expects a URI while 

Re3datad requests a string; 

 dcat:dataset has no match because Re3data does not define a similar 

concept as the class dcat:Dataset; 

 dct:language and dcat:themeTaxonomy have close matches as they 

require a URI instead of a string value; and 

 dct:issued and dct:modified have a narrow match as they use three 

different date formats among which some are less precise than the date 

format recommended by the DCAT-AP. This would imply a loss of accuracy 

in the information provided for those two properties. 

As a general observation for dcat:Catalog, we point out that, except schema.org and 

Re3data, all other metadata models would require the class dcat:Catalog and its 

properties to be artificially added, as shown in the transformation example for 

DataCite in section 2.1.2. 

3.2. dcat:Dataset 

Continuing the discussion with dcat:Dataset, we observed that all metadata models 

except Re3data, which does not model the concept of dataset, provide classes and 

properties modelling datasets to which the mandatory properties of the DCAT-AP 

could be mapped exactly. 

Among the 20 recommended properties from DCAT-AP mapped to the metadata 

models (except Re3data), nine properties for the class dcat:Dataset were mapped 

exactly, seven properties for the class dcat:Dataset were not mapped and four 

properties were partially mapped.  

Looking at the seven missing matches per metadata model: 

 DataCite: 
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o dcat:contactPoint: from our understanding, DataCite does not 

provide any information about the contact point for a dataset. 

o dcat:distribution: as DataCite does not differentiate the concept of 

dataset from distribution, the relationship between both does not 

exist. This would not affect drastically the interoperability with the 

DCAT-AP as an artificial relationship could be created between a 

specific dataset and its distribution(s) every time it is identified. 

 CERIF 

o dcat:distribution: similarly to DataCite, CERIF does not define a 

specific class to represent dcat:Distribution separated from 

dcat:Dataset.  

 CSMD 

o dcat:keyword  

o dcat:theme 

o dcat:contactPoint 

o dct:publisher 

For the four partial matches: 

 DataCite: close match to dct:publisher. DataCite provides a string while 

the DCAT-AP expects a URI. 

 CERIF:  

 broad match to dcat:contactPoint.  

 narrow match to dcat:theme. CERIF proposes to use controlled 

vocabularies for keywords in general and not specifically for 

themes. 

 schema.org: narrow match to dcat:theme. The range of schema:about is 

broader than the range of dcat:theme. 

When summarising the mappings of recommended properties for all metadata 

models, we observe that:  

 The best represented properties are dcat:keyword and dct:publisher, with 

one missing match for CSMD; 

 A relatively well represented property is dcat:theme with one missing 

match and two partial matches; and 

 The worst represented properties are dcat:contactPoint and 

dcat:distribution with two missing matches for each. However, the 

property dcat:distribution could be artificially created as explained before. 

3.3. dcat:Distribution 

We finally look at the mappings to dcat:Distribution. Same as for dcat:Dataset, 

Re3data does not define a concept for distribution.  

The only mandatory property for dcat:Distribution is dcat:accessURL. This property 

has an exact in all the remaining four metadata models.  

Moving to the recommended properties, we see that the dct:license property of the 

DCAT-AP has no match in CSMD and CERIF. In an open data context, this can act in 

practice as a barrier for the reusability of the datasets and their distributions. The 

other two models were exactly mapped to dct:license. 

In two cases, namely schema.org and DataCite, the property dct:format takes a 

string value instead of a URI as required by the DCAT-AP. In these cases, alignment 
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can be achieved through transformation, as the format of a distribution refers to a 

closed set of terms for which a conversion from string to URI can be made. The other 

two models describing dct:format, CSMD and CERIF, the property is exactly mapped. 

Finally, the property dct:description is exactly mapped in the four metadata models. 
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Table 18 – Summary of the mapping statistics 

DCAT-AP class 
Levels of 

obligation 

Type of matches 

DataCite CERIF schema.org CSMD Re3data Total 

dcat:Catalog Mandatory   Exact match: 4/4  

Exact match: 2/4 

Close match: 1/4 

No match: 1/4 

Exact match: 6/8 

Close match: 1/8 

No match: 1/8 

 Recommended   
Exact match: 5/6 

No match: 1/6 
 

Exact match: 2/6 

Narrow match: 2/6 

Close match: 2/6 

Exact match: 7/12 

Narrow match: 2/12 

Close match: 2/12 

No match: 1/12 

dcat:Dataset Mandatory Exact match: 2/2 Exact match: 2/2 Exact match: 2/2 Exact match: 2/2  Exact match: 8/8 

 Recommended 

Exact match: 2/5 

Close match: 1/5 

No match: 2/5 

Exact match: 2/5 

Broad match: 1/5 

Narrow match: 1/5 

No match: 1/5 

Exact match: 4/5  

Narrow match: 1/5 

Exact match: 1/5 

No match: 4/5 
 

Exact match: 9/20 

Close match: 1/20 

Broad match: 1/20 

Narrow match: 2/20 

No match: 7/20 

dcat:Distribution Mandatory Exact match: 1/1 Exact match: 1/1 Exact match: 1/1 Exact match: 1/1  Exact match: 4/4 

 Recommended 
Exact match: 2/3 

Close match: 1/3 

Exact match: 2/3 

No match: 1/3 

Exact match: 2/3 

Close match: 1/3 

Exact match: 2/3 

No match: 1/3 
 

Exact match: 8/12 

Close match: 2/12 

No match: 2/12 
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4. CONCLUSION 

As a conclusion, this exercise has shown us that the DCAT-AP can act as a common 

language between research metadata models, and can thus help the exchange of 

metadata between research data catalogues. This finding has significant value, given 

that the research data models analysed have been selected, among others, based on 

their wide adoption and strong position in the research data landscape.   

The DCAT-AP is already playing this role in the European open data ecosystem. 

Hence, several assets, from metadata transformation services and scripts through to 

good practices and implementation guidelines for the DCAT-AP, can be reused and 

wherever needed adapted for the research data landscape.  

Because of differences in purpose, expressiveness and richness of the different 

models, as we have shown in this analysis, the mappings between the DCAT-AP are 

not always exact and there is not 100% coverage.  However, through the definition 

of flexible transformation rules between the reviewed metadata models and the 

DCAT-AP will close this gap for the mandatory and recommended properties of the 

three core classes, namely dcat:Catalog, dcat:Dataset and  dcat:Distribution. 

Examples of such transformation rules have been shown in section 2.1.2.  

Our experience from the current usage of the DCAT-AP in the context of the European 

data portal and national data portals37 tells us that aligning at the level of the three 

core classes and their respective mandatory and recommended properties can take 

us a long way in improving cross-catalogue metadata exchange and cross-catalogue 

search for datasets. 

                                                 
37 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/document/report-dcat-ap-use  

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/document/report-dcat-ap-use
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Annex I. LIST OF METADATA MODELS IDENTIFIED AND SELECTED 

Table 19 - List of metadata models identified and selected 

Data model URLs to documentation Selected 

DataCite 

http://schema.datacite.org/  

http://schema.datacite.org/meta/kernel-

4.1/doc/DataCite-

MetadataKernel_v4.1.pdf  

Yes 

schema.org http://schema.org/  
Yes, even though broader 

than European. 

Research data 

alliance 

https://www.rd-alliance.org/  

http://rd-alliance.github.io/metadata-

directory/standards/  

https://www.rd-

alliance.org/system/files/DDRIOutputSpeci

fication.pdf  

https://www.rd-

alliance.org/system/files/DFT%20Core%2

0Terms-and%20model-v1-6.pdf  

No, the model as it is now is 

insufficiently described to be 

analysed and mapped. 

Re3data https://www.Re3data.org/schema  Yes 

euroCRIS 

CERIF 

https://www.eurocris.org/Uploads/Web%2

0pages/CERIF-1.5/cerif.html  
Yes 

Research 

Vocabularies 

Australia 

https://vocabs.ands.org.au/  

No, no data model was found 

and we focus in this report 

on European standards. 

CSMD Core 

Scientific 

Metadata 

Model 

http://icatproject-contrib.github.io/CSMD/  Yes 

etsin https://openscience.fi/etsin-data-model  

No, it is not recognised as 

one of the main research 

metadata standard model. 

eprint 

http://www.data-

archive.ac.uk/media/375386/rde_eprints_

metadataprofile.pdf  

No, the model was from a 

pilot activity and limited to 

the use of University of 

Essex. 

DDI 
http://www.ddialliance.org/sites/default/fil

es/ddi-lite.html  

No, specific to social, 

behavioural, and economic 

sciences. 

http://schema.datacite.org/
http://schema.datacite.org/meta/kernel-4.1/doc/DataCite-MetadataKernel_v4.1.pdf
http://schema.datacite.org/meta/kernel-4.1/doc/DataCite-MetadataKernel_v4.1.pdf
http://schema.datacite.org/meta/kernel-4.1/doc/DataCite-MetadataKernel_v4.1.pdf
http://schema.org/
https://www.rd-alliance.org/
http://rd-alliance.github.io/metadata-directory/standards/
http://rd-alliance.github.io/metadata-directory/standards/
https://www.rd-alliance.org/system/files/DDRIOutputSpecification.pdf
https://www.rd-alliance.org/system/files/DDRIOutputSpecification.pdf
https://www.rd-alliance.org/system/files/DDRIOutputSpecification.pdf
https://www.rd-alliance.org/system/files/DFT%20Core%20Terms-and%20model-v1-6.pdf
https://www.rd-alliance.org/system/files/DFT%20Core%20Terms-and%20model-v1-6.pdf
https://www.rd-alliance.org/system/files/DFT%20Core%20Terms-and%20model-v1-6.pdf
https://www.re3data.org/schema
https://www.eurocris.org/Uploads/Web%20pages/CERIF-1.5/cerif.html
https://www.eurocris.org/Uploads/Web%20pages/CERIF-1.5/cerif.html
https://vocabs.ands.org.au/
http://icatproject-contrib.github.io/CSMD/
https://openscience.fi/etsin-data-model
http://www.data-archive.ac.uk/media/375386/rde_eprints_metadataprofile.pdf
http://www.data-archive.ac.uk/media/375386/rde_eprints_metadataprofile.pdf
http://www.data-archive.ac.uk/media/375386/rde_eprints_metadataprofile.pdf
http://www.ddialliance.org/sites/default/files/ddi-lite.html
http://www.ddialliance.org/sites/default/files/ddi-lite.html
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Annex II. DCAT-AP CATALOG, DATASET AND 

DISTRIBUTION, AND THEIR MANDATORY AND RECOMMENDED 

PROPERTIES 

The table below lists the mandatory and recommended properties for the three core 

classes of DCAT-AP with their obligation level and their usage note. 

Table 20 - Obligation level and usage note of the mandatory and recommended properties of 

the classes dcat:Catalog, dcat:Dataset and dcat:Distribution 

DCAT-AP Obligation Usage note 

dcat:Catalog Mandatory class 
A catalogue or repository that hosts the 

Datasets being described. 

dcat:dataset 
Mandatory 

property 

This property links the Catalogue with a 

Dataset that is part of the Catalogue. 

dct:description 

Mandatory 

property 

This property contains a free-text account of 

the Catalogue. This property can be repeated 

for parallel language versions of the 

description.  

dct:publisher 

Mandatory 

property 

This property refers to an entity 

(organisation) responsible for making the 

Catalogue available.  

dct:title 

Mandatory 

property 

This property contains a name given to the 

Catalogue. This property can be repeated for 

parallel language versions of the name. 

foaf:homepage 
Recommended 

property 

This property refers to a web page that acts 

as the main page for the Catalogue. 

dct:language 

Recommended 

property 

This property refers to a language used in 

the textual metadata describing titles, 

descriptions, etc. of the Datasets in the 

Catalogue. This property can be repeated if 

the metadata is provided in multiple 

languages. 

dct:license 
Recommended 

property 

This property refers to the licence under 

which the Catalogue can be used or reused. 

dct:issued 
Recommended 

property 

This property contains the date of formal 

issuance (e.g., publication) of the Catalogue. 

dcat:themeTaxonomy 

Recommended 

property 

This property refers to a knowledge 

organization system used to classify the 

Catalogue's Datasets. 
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dct:modified 
Recommended 

property 

This property contains the most recent date 

on which the Catalogue was modified. 

dcat:Dataset Mandatory class 
A conceptual entity that represents the 

information published. 

dct:description 
Mandatory 

property 

This property contains a free-text account of 

the Dataset. This property can be repeated 

for parallel language versions of the 

description. 

dct:title 
Mandatory 

property 

This property contains a name given to the 

Dataset. This property can be repeated for 

parallel language versions of the name. 

dcat:contactPoint 

Recommended 

property 

This property contains contact information 

that can be used for sending comments 

about the Dataset. 

dcat:distribution 
Recommended 

property 

This property links the Dataset to an 

available Distribution. 

dcat:keyword 
Recommended 

property 

This property contains a keyword or tag 

describing the Dataset. 

dct:publisher 

Recommended 

property 

This property refers to an entity 

(organisation) responsible for making the 

Dataset available. 

dcat:theme 

Recommended 

property 

This property refers to a category of the 

Dataset. A Dataset may be associated with 

multiple themes. 

dcat:Distribution 
Recommended 

class 

A physical embodiment of the Dataset in 

a particular format. 

dcat:accessURL 
Mandatory 

property 

This property contains a URL that gives 

access to a Distribution of the Dataset. The 

resource at the access URL may contain 

information about how to get the Dataset. 

dct:description 
Recommended 

property 

This property contains a free-text account of 

the Distribution. This property can be 

repeated for parallel language versions of 

the description. 

dct:format 
Recommended 

property 

This property refers to the file format of the 

Distribution. 

dct:license 
Recommended 

property 

This property refers to the licence under 

which the Distribution is made available. 
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Annex III. EXAMPLE OF METADATA TRANSFORMATION 

The RDF example below is the result of the transformation from DataCite to DCAT-

AP RDF. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<rdf:RDF xmlns:dcat="http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#" 

         xmlns:dct="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" 

         xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/" 

         xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"> 

 <rdf:Description 

rdf:about="http://example.com/publisher/PurdueUniversityResearchReposi

tory(PURR)"> 

      <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Organization"/> 

   </rdf:Description> 

   <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://example.com/catalog/10.5072"> 

      <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#Catalog"/> 

      <dct:title>Data Science catalog</dct:title> 

      <dct:description>List of Data Science 

publication</dct:description> 

      <dct:publisher 

rdf:resource="http://example.com/publisher/PurdueUniversityResearchRep

ository(PURR)"/> 

      <dcat:dataset 

rdf:resource="http://example.com/dataset/10.5072/D3P26Q35R-Test"/> 

   </rdf:Description> 

   <rdf:Description 

rdf:about="http://example.com/dataset/10.5072/D3P26Q35R-Test"> 

      <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#Dataset"/> 

      <dct:title xml:lang="en">Critical Engineering Literacy Test 

(CELT)</dct:title> 

      <dct:description>We developed an instrument, Critical Engineering 

Literacy Test (CELT),[…]</dct:description> 

      <dcat:keyword>Assessment</dcat:keyword> 

      <dcat:keyword>Information Literacy</dcat:keyword> 

      <dcat:keyword>Engineering</dcat:keyword> 

      <dcat:keyword>Undergraduate Students</dcat:keyword> 

      <dcat:keyword>CELT</dcat:keyword> 

      <dcat:keyword>Purdue University</dcat:keyword> 

      <dct:publisher 

rdf:resource="http://example.com/publisher/PurdueUniversityResearchRep

ository(PURR)"/> 

      <dcat:distribution 

rdf:resource="http://example.com/distribution/10.5072/D3P26Q35R-

Test"/> 

   </rdf:Description> 
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   <rdf:Description 

rdf:about="http://example.com/distribution/10.5072/D3P26Q35R-Test"> 

      <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/ns/dcat#Distribution"/> 

      <dct:description>We developed an instrument, Critical Engineering 

Literacy Test (CELT),[…]</dct:description> 

      <dcat:accessURL rdf:resource="https://doi.org/10.5072/D3P26Q35R-

Test"/> 

   </rdf:Description> 

</rdf:RDF> 

 


